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The purpose of this paper is to associate two-edge-connected graphs to a vector space 
of nl;;ttsices. The fruitfufness of this association is sho\yn by deriving various graph theo- 
retic results via algebraic arguments on the associated vector space. 
The paper is divided into two sections. In the first section, an associaticn between a vcc- 
tar space of matrices and two-edge-connected graphs is developed. The transfer of varioljs 
prupenies of graphs to m&ices, and of matrices; to graphs is then considered. InI the sec- 
ond section the utility of the association developed in Section 1 is indicated by showing 
how the algebraic representation may be used, as a tool, to Jeduce rather interesting 
resuits concerning the structure of the associated graphs. 
1. S 
Consider 11 a fixed positive integer. 0~ work comerns the following 
sets: 
G rr = {C: G is the union of disjoint two-edge-cann~xted graphs, 
without loops, on rr vertices labeled one through B ) , 
: A is a matrix of order .rl} , 
An = (A:A E ‘ki = Ci( 
c. 
. 
n is developed in tht: sac\ueJ. The signi- 
pparent GC the: work progfesses. 
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For each A E n, dmots by jr,4 11 the graph on fz vertices labeled 
1, 2, .raF II, so that vertex i arrd vcn-kx j :;hare an edge if an 
Qij + 0 or a:,i 9: 0 where i + i. With this notation, the inte 
Corollary I .3 :S as folhows. For any A E A!, , lpi/i and I& 
only in that tl:eir vertices are labeled differently. Similarly for A E Tn, 
4)ii differ c&y in that their vertices are labeled differently. 
‘* and pip on T,, in terms of associatec graphs, may be 
considered as “‘relabeling” maps,. These maps allow u:, to refabsl the 
vertices of any graph so that the appearenco f particular subgraphs in 
the associated matrix, may be specified. For example, we may desire 
the particular subgraph to appear in the upper left corner of the as:so- 
ciated matrix. 
The vet:tor space of matrices which is of paramount importance in 
this work is T,, . Since Tn is, a special vector space of matrices, its asso- 
ciated graphs rm a special class of graphs. In fact, our next result links 
the vector space 7’n with the graphs of C,. 
ch may men 3s 
k. Suppose, without loss of gmerali~ty, that 
l/Al/ 4 6, then thm is a partition of 
I and Y, , such that there is precisely 
Vt and a lvertex in If,. 
tices in k’, as I, 2, . ..) k and those in V, as 
ie2di~g the graph G’ E G,. Then there is a permuta- 
‘. Thus setting A’ = ~+(A) v41e have 
r an as precisely one rmnzm0 entry. 

The identificrtion of paths and cycles of a lgaph G E G,, in an a&e- 
braio model of G, is much simplified by the following theorem. 
int suppose @ has a,n lekmentary path aif Ien@h k- 1. kiabcl 
of G yielding G” so that in G’, the vertices in the path are 
u~n~iai~y b I, 2, ..,(, k. Now if B E Tn with t:Bli = G’ then 
v *-=t &_ 1 j&p b,_ 1 IL, is ZI (chain in B. Since C’ is obtainlEd 
y reiahefing, there is #a permutation P and 4’ E [G] such that 
1 z B. Thus for each A E [G] , #pi,(,Q)ij = /\A’tj = !@/I. 
suppose there is a permutation matrix P so that far any 
Tn. ( iipip(A )il I = f itRt!l where k3 has a chain consisting of’ 
an elementary path caTi length k- 1. As &d&i)It = tiBI1, it 
from Lemma I A that 1G has an eiernenta* y cyck of IeFgth k- I. 
f of thr! second statement is similar in nature and left to the 
ap pip it: is also possible to determine if a 
Proof. If G is tm connected, then there is a partition of the vertices .I’ 
G into sets, say Yl and C’,, so that there is no edge of G having a vertex 
in VI and a vertex in I/, . Relabel the ~-Cces of B, as 1, 2, . . . . k and 
those of v, as k -+ II ) . . . . ~1, yielding G’ E G,, . 7+hen there is a permuta- 
tion m&ix Pso that for any A E 
!C 
51 c T,,, if@,(A)iI = 6’. Thus setting 
B =: J+(A) it folk~s that B = (5’ &*) with B, E Tk allrd B, E Tl_k 
for 0 < k < n. 
Convcrsftly , if these is a 
andB=:(~l i 
permut tjon matrix Pso that /~&,(A)/I =: II~}/ 
) with B, cz Th and B, CE Tfi 
and hence neit2her is [iA 10 = G.* 
‘- & then I@(/ is not connected 
I”‘he foregoing rerauits indicate how various properties of a graph 
G E G, may be idelrrtified in an algebraic model A E T,, of G; This then 
establishes aclear relationship between the sets C, and Tn. Qur goill 
now is to use this relationship, and the fact that T, is a vector space, 
to derive properties about the graphs in GA. 
I&e purpose of this section is to show how TH May be used to deduce 
truths concerning G, . The first. part is concerned with minimally t \vo- 
edge-connected graphs. 
Suppose GM, 77 +E C& is connected with the property that if Y is any 
edge of G, G’(X, T--e) 4 G, . We then call l?(X, T) minimally twc<-edge- 
connected. Algebraic models of two-edge-c::onnected graphs are very be- 
neficial in the study of minimally two+dge-connected graph. A t:harac- 
terization of these models is the substance of our next theorem. 
oaf. Suppose (3 is two-edge-cotlnected. Let e be an edge of G so that 
LkY, T-4 is two-edge-connected. Let : T,, be ;1 model of G’ and 
iY E Ttl a model of G. Now consider C’ + A.B. For srdTiciestlly small 
k C is 3 model of G with a unique nonzero entry of minimum tnodulus. 
articutar, this entry in c cnrresponds to 4 in G. 
we 
US. 
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This theorem indicates that twc-edge-cannected graphs are constructed 
by covering the vertices with ekrnentary cycles in such a manner that 
the constructed graph is conneckd, In the context of minimAy two- 
edge-c’onnccted graphs, the theo &II indicates that any >u(,h graph is 
composed of a disjoir t union of minimaify two-edge-connkcted gaphi 
on f‘ewer vertices with this disjoint union connected by in elementary 
QTk. 
As a tirtai npplication for the use of the association be.f wizen ‘T,, and 
G,, WC present a theorem originalIt: given by Robbins [ 3: . m 
a 
t doubly stachastic matrices in graph thrmry, 
s, an ~jqSxa&m to a problem an tr oftIc oaclntrol, 
ombhttorics (Aade tic Press, Yew York, i 969). 
